Learning at
Home
with

In the Ocean - Fish

Infant Activities
Creative Expression

Sign Language

Standard: Focus attention on interesting sight or sounds, often in shared
experiences with adults
React to stimulation in the environment. This includes drawings, sculptures
or painting

Standard: Remember language heard repeatedly in stories,
poems, and interactive language experiences

Hand and Footprint fish Art

https://www.dropbox.com/s/85tyzpjmlarxtpn/fish_a4.pdf?dl=0

Sign the word Fish:

https://iheartcraftythings.com/baby-art-project.html

Sensory
Standard: Explore objects, activities, and environments
Fizzy Ocean Sensory Bin: https://bit.ly/3ew8J7Y

Music and Movement
Standard: Respond to music by joining in on one or two words in a
song or moving physically upon hearing a familiar melody or
rhythm
Music with Mr. Erik
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Toddler Activities
Creative Expression
Standard: Small Muscle Movement and Coordination

Math/Science
Standards: Math: Attributes, sorting, and Patterns
Science: Investigating and Using Evidence cause and effect

Rainbow fish activity:
https://alittlepinchofperfect.com/paper-plate-fish-craft-inspired-rainb
ow-fish/

Fish Counting Game:
https://theimaginationtree.com/5-little-fish-magnetic-counting-game/

Outside Time:
Books and Songs
Standard: Word comprehension, symbolic representation
demonstrate enthusiasm for new learning
The Goldfish Song: https://youtu.be/Cg-wnQKRHTs
Rainbowfish: https://youtu.be/Z3cmddZh6t8

Standard: Large Muscle Movement and Coordination
Bobbing for Bobbers:
Fill plastic eggs with trinket prizes. Place them in a large tank or baby pool
filled with water. Tell the kids they have to reach in and pick out one of
these fishing “bobbers.” The game is called bobbing for bobbers, but they
don’t have to bob with their faces. They can use their hands, a net, or a
ladle to scoop out their prizes.
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Preschool Activities
Creative Expression
Standard: Small Muscle Movement and Coordination
Rainbow fish activity:
https://alittlepinchofperfect.com/paper-plate-fish-craft-inspired-rainbow
-fish/

Math/Science/Writing
Preschool Printable Worksheets
Graphing:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/k3fm2ahue8ob3x9/Oceangraphing.jpg?dl=0
Writing:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/2i5y7t6pl6oiptc/oceanwriting.jpg?dl=0
Math: https://bit.ly/3daW9dL

Books and Songs
Standard: Word comprehension, symbolic representation demonstrate
enthusiasm for new learning
The Goldfish Song: https://youtu.be/Cg-wnQKRHTs
Rainbowfish: https://youtu.be/Z3cmddZh6t8

Outside Time:
Standard: Large Muscle Movement and Coordination
Bobbing for Bobbers: Fill plastic eggs with trinket prizes. Place them in a
large tank or baby pool filled with water. Tell the kids they have to reach in
and pick out one of these fishing “bobbers.” The game is called bobbing for
bobbers, but they don’t have to bob with their faces. They can use their
hands, a net, or a ladle to scoop out their prizes.
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Resources and Links:
Yoga with Ms. Bailey
https://youtu.be/YuDZBZCrfSA
Music with Mr. Erik https://youtu.be/BB5JCElBK5Q
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